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AHECS - Association of Higher Education Careers Services
AHECS is the voice of higher education careers and employability professionals across Ireland.

Representing 26 Universities, Technological Universities and Institutes of Technology, we enable careers teams to

develop their own skills and share best practice approaches and resources.

Together, our members and partners are helping over 400,000 students to get ahead.

www.ahecs.ie

CONNECT December 2022
Welcome to the first newsletter from your new Executive Board!

 
As we near the end of a busy term, we’d like to thank all of you for supporting us as we’ve settled into our new roles on

Executive. It was great to see so many of you at our recent meeting and we hope to be able to meet you in person in 2023.
 

It is important for us to hear your ideas and suggestions and to get your feedback to inform our plans so feel free to contact us
at admin@ahecs.ie.

In this, our first newsletter, you’ll find details of upcoming events, some info on our Communities of Practice, and find out more
about some new members of our careers community.

 
We’d like to wish you all a happy Christmas and look forward to working with you to advance the work of AHECS in 2023.

 
Orla

Orla Bannon on behalf of Executive Board

AHECS Executive Board 2022-2024
 
Orla Bannon
AHECS Chair
chair@ahecs.ie
Director of Careers
Trinity College Dublin
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Catherine Staunton
AHECS Treasurer
treasurer@ahecs.ie

Dundalk Institute of Technology

Angela Collins
AHECS Executive

angela.collins@setu.ie
SETU Waterford

Dawn O'Connor
AHECS Executive

dawn.oconnor@iadt.ie
Institute of Art, Design &

Technology

Fionnuala Rahilly
AHECS Executive

fionnualarahilly@rcsi.ie
Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland

Strategic Priorities 2022 -2024

Upcoming Events 

January 2023 February 2023
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Heads of Service Meeting
Heads of Service Training Day
Lunch n Learn 

March 2023

Deadline for submissions to
AHECS Employability Awards
Lunch n Learn

Opening for submissions to
AHECS Employability Awards
Lunch n Learn

April 2023

Gradireland Awards Ceremony
AHECS Employability Awards
Ceremony
Lunch n Learn

AHECS Communities of Practice
 

Communities of Practice are defined as a group of people who share a concern or passion for something they do and want to
learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.
We are keen to support members to come together to share, discuss and support each other in relation to practice areas of
mutual interest. We see Communities of Practice (CoP) as an ideal mechanism to facilitate member engagement around
shared challenges, problems, innovations and ideas.

You can find an up to date list of CoP, facilitator contact details and activity updates on our website here

AHECS Lunch n Learns
 

Lunch n Learn sessions run once a month on Wednesdays from 1pm – 2pm to facilitate members coming together to share
ideas and learn about a particular issue.

The next session, scheduled for Wednesday 14th December features Marita Porter, UCD and Eimear Gallagher, Queens
University Belfast who will showcase their Careers Registration Guide-Supporting Higher Education Institutions to understand

https://ahecs.ie/communities-of-practice/
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and implement Career Registration.
The guide includes details on data collection, methodology, analyses and reporting and recommendations to support the
development of a business base.

We hope you can make it!

Click here to join the meeting

Lunch n Learn sessions are recorded (where permissible) and can be viewed on the AHECS YouTube channel here

AHECS YouTube Channel
The AHECS YouTube Channel can be viewed by clicking on the icon above.
Here you will find recordings of Lunch n Learn sessions, keynote speakers from recent AHECS Conferences and a variety of
short videos covering multiple topics such as interview tips and techniques and  supporting students with disabilities. 
 

Spotlight on........
New members within our

Careers Community 
In this edition we welcome Jennifer Kwan from UCD

and Beth Jennings from UL

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_YzA1ZGQzYmUtODdmZi00ZTRlLTk5MTMtYTBlN2NkNmE1ZDFl%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22d190918b-eba3-4d53-b2d2-347b8c8730ed%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22df48489a-9d83-47af-b7af-811528e32387%22%7d
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmKMjQ9g6NIaRiSqJ4iU_wQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmKMjQ9g6NIaRiSqJ4iU_wQ
https://youtu.be/_2TFCW3DCi0
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Name: Jennifer Kwan   University: DCU

Length of time in the position and route into careers:
I’ve been in DCU for six months having spent the previous two years in NCI in
the Careers Team. Before that I worked in HR and graduate recruitment and
development for about five years between the FMCG and technology sectors.
The career change into careers came about after having a great conversation
with Caroline Kennedy about the opportunity in NCI.
 
What is the best piece of advice you have been given when you started in
Careers?
Metrics metrics metrics. Ask for help and feedback and keep learning to
improve your practice. More recently, be a careers consultant in everything you
do.
 
What has been your most exciting project you have been involved in?
I think that’s still to come, but I loved developing graduate projects when I
worked in HR. It was a great way to network with global teams, facilitate cross
functional learning and improve the graduate experience and their visibility
within the organisation. I spent the last 6 months growing my hair out to donate
it, that part was not exciting, but cutting my hair very short and having it styled
short was fun!
 
What is the best experience you have had in your role?
I loved the planning days that we did over the summer. I really appreciated
getting to carve out time to do this and enjoyed the mental switch to long-term
strategic thinking and away from the day-to-day.
 
What do you love to do in your spare time?
Playing and coaching ultimate frisbee at pretty much all levels from college
beginners to national teams. Completing exercise challenges with my friends.
Cycling to sea swimming spots and perfecting gluten free baking. Walking my
dog Taco after work and watching American Football.
 
What are your favourite holiday destinations?
A beach frisbee tournament anywhere in the world will always make me happy.
Equally anywhere with skiing. My most recent exciting destination was going on
hot air balloons in Cappadoccia in Turkey. It was magical!
 
What's something you want to learn or wish you were better at?
I always wished that I could dance or sing. I wouldn’t want to be greedy and ask
for both. I love a bit of dancing, but I have no rhythm and only get away with it
out of enthusiasm. It would be nice if karaoke wasn’t terrifying.

What would you love to do when you retire?
Maybe I will be the fittest I have ever been in my life. I would like to keep
adventuring through sport, maybe that’s cycling, swimming, running or all three.
Going on yoga retreats in southeast Asia and skiing in the rockies in the winter.
I’d like to be seriously active and then maybe go on GBBO for a summer!
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Name: Beth Jennings  University: University of Limerick

Length of time in the role and your route into careers / Work placement or
Co-op:
I’ve been in the role here at UL for about 10 months and it’s my first time
working within a Careers team. Before moving to Limerick, I worked as Job
Coach for Ability@Work in Cork, I was responsible for securing paid and
meaningful employment for job seekers with intellectual disabilities and/or
autism. And before that I worked in HR for about 11 years, across lots of
different industries in various roles in the UK and New Zealand. I’ve absolutely
loved the switch from HR to Careers, and I’m enjoying using the knowledge I’ve
picked up along the way to benefit our students.
 
What is the best piece of advice you have been given when you started ?
When I started my first ever office job my Dad told me to keep the HR and IT
team on my side, something that I still stand by!

What is the best experience you have had in your role?
An experience that really stands out to me is creating and delivering a
programme for higher education institutes from the West Balkans. The brief
was to share best practice around the support of students with disabilities. The
project involved working across different departments within the university,
calling on businesses to share their experience and graduates to tell their own
stories. I was proud of what we delivered, and I think it was very beneficial for
everyone involved.

What do you love to do in your spare time?
Me and my partner are currently renovating a house, we’re absolutely loving it
and I’d recommend it to anyone who has the time and energy. It’s been great
learning so many new things together and watching our ideas come to life. All
those years watching Grand Designs has paid off!
 
What’s your favourite holiday destination? 
Cornwall in the southwest of England, I love everything about it. The cliff walks,
the beaches, the pasties, and the ice cream!
 
What's something you want to learn or wish you were better at?
I’m fairly new to living in Ireland and still have the fear of the great Irish sing
song! I suppose I wish I was better at singing, or confident enough that I didn’t
care that I’m not!
 
What would you love to do when you retire?
I’d love to move close to ocean and get a huge newfoundland dog that I’d take
swimming every day.
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